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Box 001:
00001: ETO Photographs taken by Maj. R.C. Creer—List of Photograph Numbers and Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photo #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nutrition: German laborers repairing railroad near Frankfurt, Sept. 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Nutrition: Bombed railway cars near Frankfurt, Sept. 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DP: Medical depot of captured enemy equipment at Nurnberg, Aug. 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DP: Loading supplies (captured) on trucks for distribution, Nurnberg, Aug. 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Boxes of US Army Med Supplies in captured enemy supply depot, Nurnberg, Aug. 1945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9-10  DP: German soldier filling a requisition for Mil. Govt. from captured enemy supplies, Nurnberg, Aug. 1945

11  DP: American soldier filling items of requisition from American Medical Supplies that are not available in captured enemy supplies, Nurnberg, Aug. 1945

12-13  DP: Burning barracks unfit for further use at Dachau, near Munich. Barracks were used for “slave laborers” by Germans, Aug. 1945

14  DP: Int. of barracks at Dachau. Building was later burned. French laborers were kept in this building, Aug. 1945

15, 17, 27, 28  DP: Maj. Ager, and Lt. Davis inspecting barracks at Dachau to determine whether or not building is fit for further use, Aug. 1945

16  DP: Mud and refuse alongside of barracks at Dachau, Aug. 1945

18-19  DP: Maj. Murphy, Mrs. MacGroary, and Capt. Shea inspecting interior of room being used by Greek DP’s in DP Camp at Munich, Aug. 1945

20-23  DP: Maj. Murphy, Mrs. MacGroary, and Capt. Shea inspecting DP Funk Caserne Camp at Munich, mess hall in background, Aug. 1945

21  DP: Ventilator on outside of building housing Greek DP’s used as garbage dump, Aug. 1945

22  DP: Loading DP patients in ambulance to transport them from Altersheim DP hospital to airfield, Aug. 1945

24  DP: Ambulance with patients pulling in to 58th Field Hospital at Munich airport to be flown to their homes, Aug. 1945

25-29  DP: View of 58th Field Hosp at Munich airport where patients are held prior to flying home, Aug. 1945

26  DP: Loading patients on planes from 58th Field Hospital at Munich, Aug. 1945

30-38  DP: Patients carrying soup from kitchen to their rooms, Munich Funk Caserne, Aug. 1945

31-32  DP: Patients getting their ration of cheese, butter and sugar, Aug. 1945

37-40  DP: Preparing food in camp, Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945

33-35-36  DP: Ladling out soup to patients at Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945

41-45  DP: Major Murphy, Mrs. MacGroary, Capt. Shea inspecting billets of DP’s at Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945
42-43  DP: Major Murphy inspecting latrine at Camp, Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945
44-50  DP: DP’s washing at fire hydrant, Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945
46    Medicine stand in dispensary of DP Camp, Munich, Aug. 1945
47-48  DP: Pharmacy of Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945
49    DP: Dispensary of Funk Caserne, DP Camp showing cin. Dr. treating DP, Aug. 1945
51    DP: Closet in mess call, Funk Caserne, Munich, Aug. 1945
52-55  VC officer at Munich, Aug. 1945
56-59  Vets: Slaughter house inspection of meet by Capt. Croppe
53    Vets: Cow giving injection of vaccine for Food and Mouth disease, Aug. 1945
60-62  DP: Children’s mess hall at camp in Mannheim; girl pour milk is Belgian DP, Aug. 1945
61-64-65-66 DP: Children’s mess hall at camp in Mannheim, Aug. 1945
63    DP: Kitchen where food is prepared for babies in DP camp at Mannheim, Aug. 1945
67-68  DP: DP preparing bottle of milk for baby, Mannheim, Aug. 1945
71-72-73 DP: Interior of room, showing crowded conditions, Mannheim, Aug. 1945
74    Underground hospital, Frankfurt
75-76  Top of underground hospital, Frankfurt
77    Close-up of wall of underground hospital showing bomb damage, Frankfurt
78    Exterior view of operating room of hospital above ground, Frankfurt
79    Interior view of operating room of hospital above ground, Frankfurt
80-81  Operating room of underground hospital, Frankfurt
82    Hallway of underground hospital, Frankfurt
83    Ward of underground hospital, Frankfurt
84    Room with facilities for use in the event of a gas attack, underground hospital, Frankfurt
85 Capt. Shlumberger pointing to rubber packing strip around door to underground hospital, Frankfurt

86 Air conditioning unit, underground hospital, Frankfurt

87 Oxygen tanks to be used in the event of an attack, underground hospital, Frankfurt

88 Berlin housewife showing Gen. Strayer and Lt. A.L. Davis her ration of food

89 In the home of a Berlin family

90 Gen. Strayer talking to a recently discharged German soldier, aged 18, from Russian POW camp, with A.L. Davis

91-92 Gen. Strayer talking to a German mother and her two children outside air raid shelter

93 Gen. Strayer talking to former German soldiers who had recently been released from Russian POW camps

94 Gen. Strayer and Lt. A.L. Davis talking to 2 boys in the former air raid shelter

95 Gen. Strayer and Lt. A.L. Davis examining an unhealed wound of a German refugee woman from Danzig

96 Mother and baby German refugees from the area occupied by the Poles

97 Gen. Strayer talking with a German woman refugee form the area occupied by the Poles

98 One of a group of photos showing German refugees who have been waiting in the Hanau, Germany railroad station for further transportation, July 1945

99 Photo showing conditions prevailing in Hanau, Germany, July 1945

100-106 One of group of photos showing German refugees who have been waiting further transportation in Hanau, Germany railroad station, July 1945

107 Photo showing conditions in Hanau, Germany railroad yards, July 1945

112 German refugees climb aboard box car in the rail yards of Hanau, Germany, July 1945

118-119 Photo showing conditions prevailing in Hanau, Germany, July 1945

120-121 Photo shows family line set up for families at a displaced persons camp outside of Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

122 Dr. Rudolph Kampmeier examines a civilian for evidence of gingivitis during physical check-up, Hochst, Germany, July 1945
123  Col. William H. Sebrell checks results of weighing in during first stage of typical processing done by nutrition teams, Hochst, Germany, July 1945

124  Capt. N.C. Leone watches the drawing of blood to be used in a test to determine the protein content, Hochst, Germany, July 1945

125  Capt. M.E. Sano supervises the work of German technicians at the I.G. Farben Plant, Hochst, Germany, July 1945

126  Sgt. John Nair inserts samples of blood into the centrifuge for separation of blood cells from blood serum, Hochst, Germany, July 1945

127  Soup is prepared by German civilians under US Army supervision in concentrated form

128  Each man is allotted one piece of bread rations, Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

129  Serving of soup during noon meal for employees who work in the surrounding vicinity, Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

130  Soup being served, Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

131  Soup is prepared by German civilians under US Army supervision in concentrated form, Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

132  Sgt. Raer passes out cigarette ration which is 3 cigarettes every other day, Frankfurt, Germany, July 1945

133  Representative men in one ward of malnutrition ward, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

134  Sleeping arrangements in one room of malnutrition ward, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

135  Walter Gripijici, 2 ½ years, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

136  Heinz Becherer, 18 served 5 months in German Army, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

137-139  Dental cases due to malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

140 a,b,c  Heinz Kunze, 18, served 6 months in German Army, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

141 a,b  Hans Ulrich Fririse, 45, 29 months in German Army, suffering from malnutrition, PW
Nekolous Rode, 38, served in German Army 42 months, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

Herman Abrls, 24, served 4 years in German Army, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

Otto Hoffman, 45, 4 months in German Army, suffering from malnutrition, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

German medical supplies used in PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

Malnutrition cases draw extra rations plus their regular rations, PW Camp, Ebensee, Germany, August 1945

Nutrition, group of German school children, Berlin, Germany

Nutrition Team: German railroad worker supplies clerk with data.

Nutrition Team: German railroad worker being measured and weighed by German Red Cross Nurse

Nutrition Team: German railroad worker being examined by Medical Officer

Nutrition Team: German railroad worker being questioned by nutritionist through interpreter

Nutrition Team: Nutritionist recording data on form sheet

Nutrition Team: Samples of blood being taken by laboratory officer

Nutrition Team: Laboratory Officer completing laboratory tests and recording data in book

Nutrition Team: Three members preparing final report to Headquarters, G-5, Public Health

Nutrition Team: Col. Youmans, receiving reports from Nutrition Team

Nutrition Team: Entire nutrition staff conference, Kromberg Castle, Germany, Aug. 1945

Nutrition Team: One team on each stop

Nutrition Team: Nutrition Staff

Nutrition: Children suffering from malnutrition in German refugee camp near Berlin
168 Nutrition: Very young children suffering from malnutrition in Berlin hospital
169 New Nutrition: Civilian food line, back of headquarters, USFET, Frankfurt, Germany
170-175 New Nutrition: Three German school children in Berlin
176 Nutrition: Group of 3 German school children in Berlin
177 Nutrition: Group of 2 German school children in Berlin
178 Nutrition: Group of German school boys taken in Berlin
179-183 Typhoid Epidemic: Group of German civilians receiving inoculations for typhoid fever in civilian hospital in Berlin
184-186 Sanitation: One of several hand water points constructed by the Germans during the war
187 Veterinary Corps: Inoculating a horse for the production of Swine Erysipelas, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
188 Veterinary Corps: Bleeding horse for production of Swine Erysipelas vaccine, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
189 Veterinary Corps: Serum separation room
190 Veterinary Corps: Control laboratory run by the PCD, Lt. Col. Richard A. Huebner examining a slide, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
191 Veterinary Corps: Shipping department, member of control group checking requisitions and shipments, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
192 Veterinary Corps: Filling room, typhus serum, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
193 Veterinary Corps: Transplantation of cultures to maintain virility, Lt. Col. Richard A. Huebner, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
194 Veterinary Corps: Packaging room, typhus serum in background, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
195 Veterinary Corps: Local tissue reaction of skin of rabbit in testing the value of typhus vaccine, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
196 Veterinary Corps: Rectal injection of louse with Rechetsia, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
197 Veterinary Corps: Vaccine laboratory, Behringwerke, Marburg, Germany
198-199  Nutrition: Bombed out bridges demonstrating problem of transporting food in Canal, Berlin, Germany

200-202  Nutrition: Malnutrition case photographed in Berlin

203  Nutrition: Sunken bridges in river demonstrating the problem of transporting food, Frankfurt, Germany

204-210  Sanitation: Photo shows the damaged sewer which was blasted by the German SS in order to flood the nearby subway, drowning several hundred German civilians who were using the subway as an air raid shelter

211-212  Nutrition: Jewish refugee preparing food near dump in the Russian sector of Berlin

213-214  DP: Bombed railroad station in Berlin

215  Sanitation: German home completely destroyed

216-18  Sanitation: German women working in streets of Berlin, cleaning up debris

219-220  Sanitation: Bombed out bridge in Berlin

221  Sanitation: Damaged sewer pipes which were attached to bombed out bridge

222  Sanitation: Temporary flow of sewage into canal

223  Sanitation: Maj. Fox, Sanitary Corps, points to broken sewerage pipe

224-225  Sanitation: Maj. Fox, looking over newly constructed sewer pipes

226  DP: German refugees registering at Stadt Berlin

227  Photo of young baby (German refugee) taken in Stadt Berlin